Three actions to accelerate

1) DX (Digital Transformation)

2) Implementation of EU-Japan SPA

3) International Cooperation
There are a wide range of cooperation fields between the EU and Japan.

**Potential Cooperation fields between the EU and Japan**

- **Connectivity**
  - Transport
  - Energy

- **Investment**
  - Quality Infrastructure

- **Green Recovery**
  - Climate Change
  - Circular Economy
  - Marine Plastic litter

- **Digital Transformation**
  - Data Flow
  - IoT, AI
  - Cyber Attack

**How?**

- 3rd country Investment
- Regulatory Cooperation

**Where?**

**EPA and SPA as a platform for cooperation**

**SDGs**

**Innovation**
Different status between Personal Data and Industrial Data.

**Personal Data Flow!**

- GDPR
- Connected
- APPI

**Industrial Data Flow?**

- e-F@ctory IoT Architecture of Manufacturing
- Supply chain
- Engineering chain
- IT system
- Data primary processing/analysis
- Edge
- Production site
- FA-IT Information Interface
- Data handling
- FA products
- CC-Link IE TSN

APPI: Act on the Protection of Personal Information (個人情報保護法)